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Factors.in Assessing Ea-fectiveness of Orientation Programs for
Public l'lelfare Case\'lOrkers.
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APPROVED BY HENBERS OF THE THESIS COHHITTEE:
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Hansen

A study done in 1968-1969

by

students at Portland State UhiYerslty

School of Social lliork at the request of the Oregon state Public vlelfare
Commission. Starf

Dt~velopnent

Division sought to deYise an instrument

for assessing the effecth-eneas of teaching the caseworl-: princ:iples of

Felix P. Biestek to case\',"Ork trainees :in the pu blic 'Welfare's orien
tatj.on program.

The test in::strument developed was £ ound to have lowI

but acceptable, internal reliability.
Building en the previ(JUs year's work, this 1969-1970 study
sought to cleterr.dne the validity of the test. instrument by relatuig

test scores to two measures of job performance, namelY the latest
SlJpervisory civil service rD.ti.'1g and a self rating.

on thirty of the original tE';st group.

Data was collected

The test inst·rum.ent

"I1aS

deter

i
I'

I'

I

2
mined to be nonvalid on the basis of these assessments which used
measures of total job performance as validating criteria.

The study

group concluded that the instrument should not be usod by :i.tself to
determine the effectiveness of teaching casework principles to case
workers in a public welfare orientation program.
While the instrument was being tested, it was recognized that
orientation tra.ining covers more than just Biestel(; r s casework prin
ciples.

other types of knowledge are also needed for caseworkers to

perform. effectively on their jobs.

Consequently, the scope of the

project was enlarged to include an exploration of other factors in
caseworker development

durL~

orientation.

To explore other factors, two instruments . .; ere used.
questionnaire developed by the group to obtain background

One was a
inform.~bion

and to measure some attitudes of the caseworker toward his job and the
welfare agency.

The second was an instrument borrowed from the Oregon

state Fish Commission for determining job satisfaction attitudes.
The findings of the questionnaire indica,ted that inf'ormal
training and supervision were tmportant in caseworker development.
The importance of supervision was reinforced qy responses given to the
survey of job satisfaction attitudes.

The survey elicited complaints

about bureaucratic agencies, 1. e., the red tape, little use or trying
of innovative mothods, and poor communications within the agency and
to the publiC.
In view of the findings, the study group made six recommendatims
to the Oregon state Public 't'lelfare Division regarding their orien
tation and staff development program.

The study conclusions state

II

:

I!I III

that further research is needed (1) to define the casework job £llld
then develop a test to measure a workerts competency; (2) to develop
tools to determine the social work attitudes, l::nowledge, and skills
of the bachelor level service worker; and (3) to investigate use of
the structured versus nonstructured situation for teaching new
caseworkers.
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CHAPTER I
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH PROJECT
In 1968-69, a group of research students at Portland state

University School of Social Work completed a study for the Oregon
state Public \-leltare Commission.

The purpose of that study was to

"assess the effectiveness of teaching certain casework principles in a
public welfare orientation center progl·am. 1I1 Those students underlook
development of a test instrument to measure knowledge and practical
application of the casework concepts taught to casework trainees in a
public weltare orientation program.
The test instrument, composed of multiple Choice and true and
false questions, was constructed on the basis of Felix P. Biestekts
seven principles of casework. 2 The test was given to sixty...mx: case
work trainees at the beginning and at the end of two four week orien
tation programs.
have

10\,1,

The results of the t.esting showed the instrument to

but accepta.ble internal reliabilit? 3lld to need further

refinement before it could be accepted for continued use by the
Orientation Center.

Additional research was suggested as necessary

~Iargaret Berweger, ~t al., "11easuring Trainee Comprehension of
Casework Relationship in a Public l"Jeltare Orientation Programll (UnP'.J.b
lished Haster's Group Project, Portland state University, 1969), p. 1.
2See Appendix A for sample questions of the test instrument and
Appendix B for Biestek's principles of casework.

~erweger, et a 1 ., pp • .38-20.

2

to validate the testing instrument,4 i.e. to determine whether it
measured "What is desired in a caseworker and whether it can predict
accurately the performance of the caseworker.
The current project was undertaken in 1969-70 to determine the
validitT of the testing mstrument developed by the prior group.

It

was recognized early that orientation trEdn1ng includes more than
Biestek's casework prinCiples alone:

casework principles in the

Biestek sense are only one of several types of knowledge caseworkers
need to perform their jobs effectively.

The scope of the study was

enlarged to include an exploration of other indicators besides orien
tation training affecting the job performance of caseworkers.
As a first step m the followup of the testing instrument, a
retest was conducted.

Th:irtT of the original. test grOllp took the test

approximately one year after theT completed orientation trainjng.
Further to determine the validitT of the instrument, two forms
were used.

One was a questionnaire· developed by this group to obtain

background information and to measure sane attitudes of the caseworker
toward his job and the welfare agency.

faction attitude

~

The second was a job satis

form borrowed from the Oregon state Fish

Commission. 'These measures were administered to the test group along
with the test instrument.
This report describes the processes and states the findings of
this study.

First in Chapter Two, the validation of the testing

instrument is considered.

4Berweger, et

al.,

Then in Chapter Three, the background
p. 52.

,

II
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questionnaire and attitude survey are covered.

Finally, in Chapter

Four, a SUJJJnarY' of the findings, the recommendations of the group, and
suggested directions for further research are presented.

CHAPTER II
lNSTIlJMENT FOR lfEA3JlUNG EFFECTIVENESS OF ORnllTATION

The testing instrument is discussed 1n this chapter.
process of retesting is described.

First, the·

Second, the results of the retest

ing are analyzed and the implications derived from the analysis

expla:med.
I.

RETEST

The previous study had developed two forms of one testing instru
ment.

These two forms, A

n

and B 11,5 were judged to be of equal

weight because the t test statistical analysis of the data produced no
significant difference :in the means of the two forms at the 1 percent
level. 6
That study also determ:med the reliabUit;y, or consistenc;y, of
the testing instrument by administering the test forms on a spllt-half
basis. 7 The internal reliability, the consistency of the ditficult;y
of the questions, as measured b.r the Pearsonian coefficient of corre
lation with the Spearman-Brown correction, was .5S for A

n

and .76

tor B II.
5The previous study initially developed two forms, A and B.
Following a pretest, these forms were revised and called A II and B II.
6serweger, et al., p. 41.

7Sellltz, Claire, et a1., Research ,Methods in Social Relations·
(New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1966), pp. 174-175.

.I

The measurement of reliability is only the first step in deter
nwdng the adequacy of an instrument.

It must also possess validity,

or measure what it was constructed to mea.sure.

B II was chosen as the

torm ot the test instrument to be validated because it had the higher
internal reliability.

Both validity and reUs.bil1ty are necessary tor

an instrument to be acceptable tor continued use.
Of' the four types of validity--content, predictive, concurrent,

and construct, three-predictive, concurrent, and construct-can be
used to test the worth ot a~y pertornk~ce evaluation measure. S Pre
dictivc validity is the extent to which the test score represents
effective future job performance; concurrent validity, the extent to
Which the measure represents effective present job performance; con
struct validity, an estimate of how completely the
the instrument define the pertormance :in

questiop.~

t~a.its

measured by

This study sought

to measure the etfectiveness of orimltation training (specificallY,
knowledge ot casework principles) by how well the individual pertorms
his job as a result ot that training.
It was expected that each of the concepts ot validity mentioned
above would be determined in terms of the relationship between a ca.se
worker's score on the B II and a measure ot his performance as a case
worker.

Three indices ot job performance were considered initially:

the supervisory civil service rating, a
The supervisory civil. service rating was

s~lt

rating, and a peer rating.

eas~

accessible trom the

~ee J. Cronbach, Essentials of Psychological Testing
Harper and Brothers, 1960), pp. 103-123.

(New York:

[I
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personnel tile ot each participant.

A self ratmg scale was included

in the background questionnaire, a second instrument administered with

the B II.

Obtaining a peer rating seemed unrealistic to the group.

Obstacles, including a possible lack ot peer cooperation, its per
ception as a threat to the job security ot either peer or caseworker,
and its lack of objectivity, were felt to outweigh any positive ele
ments such a rating might have.
A further measure ot the test. s usefulness would be a comparison

ot the caseworker's score at the End of orientation training and his
present mark.

This might indicate partially the amount ot change due

to the year's experience as a caseworker. .
The retesting of the caseworkers occurred in July and August,

1969, approximately one year after they entered the Orientation
Center.

Instrument B II was administered along with a background

questionnaire and an attitude survey.

The latter two torms are dis

cussed in detail :in Chapter Three.
The retest population :included thirty caseworkers.

In the origi

nal study sixty-six casework tra:inees partiCipated.
The reasons tor this difterence were two-told.

First, many

workers had· been assigned to county offices distant from Portland.
. was not feasible to administer the test in those areas.

It

Rather, the

retesting was limited to the W1llamette Valley counties ot Clackamas,
Harion, Mlltnomah, and Washington.

Also included was the state office

ot the welfare division in Marion County, where one
the test group was working.

~dividual

from

The selection of the population was then,

b7 deSign, non-random. In drawing implications from the data, it

7
should be realized that seventeen retested caseworkers were from
Hultnomah County_

Their responses may be indicative of peculiarities

attributable to that office and not necessqrily to the composite of
tho remainder.
Second, only thirty of the forty-one caseworkers assigned at the
end or orientation training to the atorementioned counties were still
working there at the time of the retest.

Several had terminated their

employment; others, transferred to a different county office.
rcdcral legislation

~ich

Recent

required a separation of eligibility and

service beginning July 1, 1969, was affecting job security through the
elimination of many casework positions.

Under more normal, less stress

rul conditions, the attrition rate might have been lower.

The sit

uation had not been anticipated when the study was first undertaken.
Four of the project members each took a cawnty office and admin
istered the test instruments to the workers there,

Standardized

written instructions were included as a cover sheet to the first
instrwnent.

Any questions were handled individually' by the member in .

attendance.
There was no time l:imit for completing the B II.

The previous

study had set a desired time limit of sixty minutes for the test but
had allowed caseworkers more time if it was necessary.

Throe individuals were unable, for various reasons, to attend
the testing sessions.

They were permitted to take home their instru

lI'Ients and return them later to a. group member.
'When the testing had been completed, the project group met and
graded the B II instrument.

Later, one member graded tha.t instrument

again to assure the grad.:ing had been accurate.
II.

ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS

Instrument B IT is intended as a measure of onels ability to
apply Biestek's principles of the casework relationship and thus to
indicate the effectiveness of the Orientation Center program in teach
1ng basic casework concepts.

To determine if B II was actually meas

uring precisely that, its construct, concurrent, and predictive validi
ties were determined.
In constructing instrument B IT, the prior group used oply the

principles of the casework relationship as conceptualized by Biestek.
The present group judged these prinCiples to be an incomplete sample
of the wide range of knowledge required in casework.. Welfare casework
appears to be

a canplex task

..

requiring a wide range of skills, atti

tudes, behaviors, and knowledge.

Consequently, the group concluded.

that B IT by itself does not adequately sample job performance and
lacks construct validity when job performance is used as the validating
criterion.
Instnunent B II was unable to measure four areas related to job
performance which this group has identified and sought to sample.
These were the caseworker's (1) understanding of the agency as a
bureaucratic system, (2) use of forms an~ procedures, (3) perception of
the role of the supervisor, and

(4)

utilization of the informal process

in his professional development.

A more effective approach might begin by analyz:ing the case
worker's job.

The resulting analysis could be used as a basis for

,I,

I

I

,II
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constructing a more comprehensive instrument with which to assess the
effectiveness of the public welfare agency's orientation of caseworkers.
Concurrent validity estimates the extent to which the measure
represents present job performance.

In this study it is the relation

ship between the B II scores and, a measure of job performance.

Two

measures of job performance--a self rating score and the supervisory
civil service rating-were used to obtain two measures of concurrent
validity.
The self rating score had been developed :in group meeting,s.

It

was composed of four questions inclllded :in the background questionnaire
aSking the subject to rate how he would rate himself as a caseworker
and how he thought his supervisor, other caseworkers in bis unit, and
his clients would rate him as a caseworker.
a five point scale:

Answers-were selected from

poor, fair, average, good,' excellent.

Later,

numerical values of 'one through five were assigned from poor to excel
lent to allow one canbined numerical score of each individual's
responses to those questions.

'!his total was the self rating score

against which the B II was canpared.

It was intended that use of four

views of a worker, though seen through his eyes, might be more objec
tive than just his singular view of himself.

None of the caseworkers

rated themselves lower than average on the self rating scale regard
less of wham they saw as the judge, their peers, supervisors, clients,
or selves.
The correlation between the

1969 instrument B II scores of the

caseworkers and their responses to the self rating was .26.

This is

10
low. 9 "lith a correlation of .26 approximately 6 percent of the
variations m the self ratmg scores can be attributed to the differ
ences in the 1969 instrument B II scores
ing

ot the workers. The remain

94 percent of variations are due to sanethmg else.
A high correlation between the B II scores and the self rating

scores and supervisory civil service ratings could not be expected
because the range ot scores on both the latter, the measures of job
performance, was narrow.

The chance of obtaining a high. correlation

increases as the range of the data mcreases.
The civi1 service supervisory rat:ing is the means by which the
total job performance of the caseworker is rated.

It is used by the

agency to determ:ine both contmuation of employment and advancElllent to
higher pay grades.

The rating is done on a standard form according to

standard categories.

Yet, much of the mformation required is subjec

tive, and leaves the eValuation to the discretion of 'the supervisor.
Difficulties are created:

e.g., one supervisor may use higher stand

erds tor judging performance than another supervisor giving the same
score to an employee.

Although criticism of this nature has not

infrequently appeared in the literature, supervisory ratings ot this
type continue to be used as the basis tor retention and promotion. 10

9An illustration of how much significance this correlation pro
Tides can be drawn from John E. Freund, Modem Elementary Statistics.
(New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1967), p. 359. " ••• i f the coef
f'icient ot correlation equals r for a given set of' paired data, then
lOO.r 2 per cent of' the variation of' the yts can be attributed to the
differences in x, namely to the relationship with x. 1t
~ward N. Hay, "The Validating of' Tester Studies in Personnel
and Industrial PSl;chologz. Edited by Edw:ln A. Fleishman.
(Home"WOod, illinois: '!'he Dorsey Press, 1967), pp. 49-50.

11

In the absence of other acceptable criteria of job performance as a
caseworker, the group judged inclusion of this cnt.arion to be :1mpor
tant.
The correlation between the 1969 instrument B II scores and the
current supervisor;y civil service ratings was .33.

This, too, is a

low correlation with about 10 percent of the variations in the super
visor;y ratings attributable to the differences in the 1969 B

n

scores

of the caseworkers.
There is a correlation of .20 between the supervisor,y civil
service ratings and the self rating scores. Four percent of ·the varia
tions in the self ratings are attribltable to the differences in the
superviSOry ratings; 96 percent of the variations, to other factors.
Predictive validity is the extent to which the. test score repre
".

,

sents future job

perfor~lce.

It is computed b.r comparing test scores

to job performance at a later point in time.

In this instance, the

test scores of the caseworkers at the end of orientation training were
compared with their performance as caseworkers according to (1) the
civil service supervisory ratings and (2) the self rating scores.
Following their orientation training in 1968, some caseworkers
were tested with instrament A II; others, with B II.
torms of the same test are equivalent.

These dif'terent

The scores from these tests

were the indicator against which job performance was compared to
determine predictive validity.

The comparison of the 1968 test scores

to the supervisory ratings produced a correlation of .03; the compari
san of the 1968 test scores to the selt rating Bcores, .23.

These low

,

.~

tl

Ij
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correlations strongly indicate that other factors besides those meas
ured b.1 the testing instrument had been influencing, the effectiveness

ot caseworkers during the past year.
(he additiona! means of analyzing :instrument B II was a canpari
son of the means and standard deviations of the instrument scores in

1968 to those in 1969 to determine it any change had occurred. The
mean and standard deviation

or

errors ot the 1969 instrument B II

scores of the thirty caseworkers were

25.4 and 7.78, respectively; the

mean and standard deviation of errors of the same thirty caseworkers
in 1968, :tl.8 and 4.76, respecti"rely.

A comparison of these 'scores

indicates that at the end of the twelve month period tollowing the'
original testing, the ability to apply Biestekts casework prinCiples
changes., The

~hange

tor the total group was in a

though slight, as the means indicate.

po~itive

direction,

However, 'when the score ot each

person at the end of orientation training is compared individually to
his retest score, there is no general pattem of improvement.

The

scores of some caseworkers decreased, others increased, and the remain
der did not change.
deviation indicates.

The 1969 range ot errors is larger as the standard
This was caused by the score of one person who

was well outside the range of the remainder of the group.
(h

the basis of the many measures of validity Employed, it is evi

dent that B II is not a valid instrument ·for measuring the effective
ness of the Orientation Center in teaching casework principles to new
caseworkers when measures of total job performance are used as the
validating criterion.

There was no measure ot specific areas of job

performance, i.e., use ot casework principles, with lilich to compare

13
the worker1s score on the B II.
Its low reliability and lack ot validity make instrument B II
unacceptable tor use as a measure ot the Orientation Center1s effec
tiveness in teaching Biestekls casework principles.

B II was unable

to measure the relationship between job performance and the teaching
or casework principles during orientation.

Parts or the test might be

useful as a portion of a test or series or tests encompassing the
total knowledge base needed by caseworkers.

A meaningful test should

determine it the knowledge caseworkers possess about casework princi
ples is what they actu.ally apply in client-worker ccntacts. SUch
would be a truer assessment of the effectiveness of teaching casework
principles.

Accrued, but unused, knowledge does not .f."I.llfill the

agency's responsibilities for service to clients.
Sane factors contributing to B IllS lack of validity have been
discussed already.

Others, including (1) the selection of Biestek's

principles ror orientation training, (2) the construction of instru
ment B II,

en the population to which it was administered,

and

(4) the way in which it was analyzed, also require consideration.

First, although Biestek's casework principles are utilized in the
Orientation Center as part of the caseworker's orientation curricu
lum,ll the project group members question the applicability of Biestek

to the present day. Are the principles which he states the actual
compcnents or the casework relationship? Or, are there more or are
llBiestek's concept of the casework relationship is a main source
used at the Orientation Center to teach casework principles. Towle,
Keith-Lucas, and Garrett are also sources ot instruction. Perhaps all
these should have been used to construct B II.

14
there less? It one closely reads Biestek's bock and considers the
seven principles, he might surmise these seven prin?iples to be some
of the values on which our Judeo-Christian society was founded.
However, as the values of society change, so must social work, for it
i8 from society that the social purpose it serves is defined.

It it

seeks to define itself independently of society1s demand, it competes
with other

~asi-religions

professing a certain ideology about man "and

society.l2'
What this

~ery

leads to is a basic question.

What is

s~cia1

easework? It it can be def:ined, are the values it supports those that
Biestek proposes? Is there another set of concepts that could be used
to teach the rudiments of casework effectively?
Second, in ccnstructing instrument B II, the previous group both
.

.-'

wrote the questions and decided lihicb answers were correct.

Instead,

after the questions were written, a panel of experts shou.ld have been

I

enlisted to decide the answers. J3
Third, one of the greatest difficulties of the present project
has been the residual research design within which it was imperative
to undertake the validation study.

This difficulty is especially

obvious in terms of the population of caseworkers, including both its
homogeneity and the absence of a control group.
It appears that caseworkers form a. fairly homogeneous group in
l2Charles R. Atherton, "The Social.Assignment of Social Work,"
Social Service Review, XLIII, No.4 (December, 1969), 421-429.

,
lJu•s., CivU Service Commission, Construction and Analysis of
Achievement Tests, by Dorothy C. Adkins Wood, et al., (Washmgton,
D. C.: Govemment Printing Office, 1947), pp. 2-5, 72.

I

1;
terms or their knowledge and understanding ot the social work field.
All applicants mat possess a Bachelor'S degree.

Further homogeneity

is a.ch.1eved by the civil service entrance tests 'Which determine who
wlll have priority tor current casework position vacancies.

This

similarity causes the range ot responses on a test such as B II to be
narrow.
A more meaningtul study might have resulted had a control group
been part ot the original research design.
be only those due to chance.

The results obtained may

That is, if this test were given ,ran

dom.ly to the general population of adults, their scores might produce
a sim::1 Jar response pattern.

In light of the group's contention that

Biestekfs principles exemplify the prinCiples ot the JUdeo-Christian
heritage, a group ot ministers taking instrument B

II might do as wellJl

,

it not better, than the caseworkers.

Fourth,. in reviewing the analysis ot ::tnstrument B II, several
tactors should be recognized.

These include (1) retention by the

caseworkers ot the test material trom previous testings and (2) the
causes tor a change or lack ot change in the error scores.
Since this study represented the third time the caseworkers had
been exposed to the testing instrument, the retention ot the testing
contents is a distinct possibility. This was not measurable, but must
be regarded as existing.

In both studies, the caseworkers were not

given their scores or the correct answers to the testing instrument.
At least three reasons tor a change or lack ot change in the
error scores ot the caseworkers were evident.

First, the particular

caseload assignment ot the individual could either preclude or

I
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necessitate use of the Biestek concepts.

For e:xam.ple, a. person working

primarilY with nursing home operators might function more as a clerical
or wsiness person than a social worker, lilereas a child welfare
worker would definitely need to apply casework concepts.

Second, in

the intervening year negative reinforcement of Biestek's concepts
could have occurred.

The particular job assignment as well as the

supervisor, co-workers, or others from 'Whom the caseworker leams his
profession might affect this.

Third, the previous discussion ques

tioning Biestek' s concepts

have relevancy.

may'

find that Biestek is incomplete.

Caseworkers might

That is, there may be other more

pertinent and practical concepts of greater assistance in the everyday
undertakings of casework.

m.

SUMMARY

The plrpose of the retest was to validate' the testing instrument
B II which had been proven internally reliable in the previous study.
Validity was measured as the relationship between the caseworker's
score on B II and a measure of his performance. as a caseworker.

Three

measures of validity-construct, concurrent, and predictive-were
empl07ed.

It was determined that construct validity was lacking.

The

instrument did not take into consideration the total scope of knowledge
necessary to perform as a welfare caseworker.

The concurrent validity

was low because the B II score does not represent the caseworker's
present job performance.

Predictive validity was almost absent.

B II score did not predict the worker's future job performance.

The
A

comparison of the means and standard deviations of the test scores of
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the workers in 1968 with those in 1969 revealed slightly fewer and a
wider range of errors in 1969.
The B II testing instrument was, on the basis of these measures,
detennined to be non-valid.
reliability.

Previously it was deterndned to have low

Therefore, B II should not be used b,y itself to deter

mine the effectiveness of teaching casework principles to caseworkers
in a public wel.!are orientation program.

Sane factors af'tect:1ng its

non-validity were (1) its limitation to Biestek's casework principles,
(2) the omission of a panel of experts in choosing the answers to the
B II, (:3) the absence of a control group, (4) the homogeneity of cas~
workers, and (5) the possibility of retention of test material.

It

appears a more appropriate way to measure the effectiveness of

o~ien

tation training teaching would be to first anal,yze the job of the
caseworker and then construct a test sampl:ing the mahy varied areas of
knowledge he needs to possess.
Having explained the procedure, analysis, and findings of the
instrument whose validation fulfilled completion of the first purpose
of this study, this report will continue by discussing the two instru
mentstBed to identify other factors besides the casework relationship
concept influencing the job performance of the public welfare case
worker.

CHAPTER III

OTHER INDICATORS OF ORIENTATION AND
STAFF DEVELOPMENT RESULTS

Two instruments mentioned in the :introduction of this report-the

background questionnaire and the attitude survey-are discussed. in
this chapter.

The background questionna:ire and attitude survey are

individua.l.l;r described, analyzed, and their findings enumerated.
Ex:traneous influences affect:ing the responses to these forms are
explored.
I.

BACKGROUND Q,JESTIONNAIRE

The background questionna:ire is an instrument developed by' this
research project group.

It evolved from the groupls'discussion of the

Oregon state Public Welfare Division and of possible variables in
addition to the casework relationship concept believed relevant to
orientation training and the job performance of public welfare case
workers.

Questions pertaining to these variables were built into the

questionnaire to allow a descriptive account of existing conditions
within the welfare system.
specific areas:

These variables were grouped into four

(1) formal training furnished by' the agency" (2) in

tormal learning from others in the agency, (3) attitudes and efforts

ot the individual toward furthering his education, and (4) individual
attitudes toward the agency and the job.
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In group discussions, cmsensus formation was used to develop

items for the background questionnaire.

.An item was suggested, dis

cussed, and evaluated :in terms of theory and experience.
emphasized.
retained.

Clarity was

Unanimous agreement was necessary for questions to be
Various scales for responses were used depending upon the

nature of the item.
To further ref:ine the questionnaire, a pretest was given in Ma7,

1969. The pretest population was the first year class of graduate
students at Portland State University School of Social Work, a group
of apprOximately fifty individuals.

This group had me limitation:

not all students had worked for public welfare or gone through the
Orientation center.

Consequently, several were unable to canplete

the questionnaire in its entirety.
Oral standardized instructions were also developed by consensus
formation.

The instructions were accepted for 'use only when all

members agreed they answered all forseeable inquiries regarding the
questionnaire.

These instructions were typed on cards and read by a

project member to the pretest group at the start of the testing period.
The development of standardized instructions was important
because different group members administered the questionnaire to each
of the three sections of the pretest group.

~estions

raised by the

students being tested were handled by the individual test administra

tor.
The results of the background questionnaire pretest were reviewed
by the project group.

Revisions were made to meet three ccnditions

the group had established:

(1) to induce anonymity, (2) to insure
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confidentiality, .and (3) to lessen the possible threat of the instru
ment being perceived as a tool of the welfare agency to somehow rate
the caseworker.

QJ,estions were reworded when ambiguity was apparent.

Certain items of personal :information were deleted.

When clarity was

unobtainable, questions were eliminated.
The standardized oral instructions had led to further questions
and were a source of contusion and ambiguity.

Each project member

administering the pretest handled the questions from the students in a
slightly different manner.

Because four project members, each taking

a d1£ferent crunty, would be administering the instruments to the
caseworkers, an effort was made to avoid repeating the difficulties
encountered with the pretest instructions.

A revised written state

ment of introduction and test instructions served as the cover sheet
of the background questionnaire. 14
Preceding the actual questions, personal background information
'Vas requested, indicating the caseworker's age, sex, college ma.jor,
county of employment, and type of case1oad.

To maintain maximum

confidentiality, a precoded number system was used instead. of the
worker's name.
code number:

Chly the project group members knew the name for each
the names were needed to match the 1968 and 1969 testing

instrument scores.
The background questionnaire was analyzed by clustering the
questions under the four general hea.dings:

(1) On-the-Job Training,

14See Appendix C for the revised background questionnaire and its
cover sheet.
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(2) Influences on and Type of' Job Performance,

Professional Developnent, and (4) Job Perronnance:

Attitudes toward
Selt Perceptions.

Only the questions showing some negative or positive tendency were
f'elt relevant for discussion in this report.

The group was unable to

attach meaning to those showing a neutral response.
Fourteen of the questiormaire's items contained a five point
scale essentially worded as high, above average, average, below aver
age, low.

It was necessary to total responses by combining high and

above average as positive indicators,

cambin~g

below average and low

as negative indicators, and treating average as neutral.

The retest

population was insufficient to make the five point scale meaningful;
the homogeneity of responses caused the scale not to be discrete enough
to make the raw fom data meaningtul.
cn-the-Job Training was the concern of' tive questions.
these dealt specifically with inservice training:

Three ot

question one, value

f'or sell; question two, content; question three, method.

Q],estion

eleven regarded orientation training; question twelve, training by
supervisor.

Chly c:pestions one, eleven, and twelve provided meaning

tul responses.
The vSlue of inservice training was rated by seven respondents as
high or very high and low or very low by tourteen.

Fifteen respondents

tound orientation to be very useful or useful; seven, \Ulusetul or very
unusetul.Table I shows how much subsequent training and supervision
focused on rules and regulations, procedures, casewo.tk principles,
interviewing, and problems.

'ii' '
,I
I'
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TABLE I
FOCUS IN TRAINnm BY SUPERVISCR

Much or
Very Much

Little or
Very Little

14

4

Procedures

17

4

Casework Principles

14

7

5

17

18

4

Item

1. Rules and Regulations
2.

,.

4. Interviewing
5. Problems

The second area, Influences on and TYPes of Job Performance, con
tained three items:

question eight, help from people at work; questim.

nine, liking for supervisor; and question ten, activities done at welk.
In question eight, the respondents were asked to rate a number of

individuals in accordance with their helpfulness to the 'WOrker's pr-o
tessional development.

A seven point scale fram one, or most, to

seven, or least, was used.

'!he responses were tallied in three groups.

Four was considered neutral or average; one, two, and three, positive;
five, six, and seven, negative.

The individuals with significant

responses were (1) desk partner, (2) an aide, (3) another co-worker,

(4) supervisor, (5) someone else in agency, and (6) someone else
outside the agency.

Table II reports how the caseworkers rated other

individuals who helped them..

TABLE II
HELP FROM PEOPLE AX WORK

Item

Positive

Negative

22

2

2

12

3. Another Co-Worker

25

1

4. Supervisor

24

5

:3

19

3

19

1.

Desk Partner

2.

An Aide

5.

Saneone Else in Agency

6. Saneone Else Outside the Agency

In question nine, the respondents were asked to rate their liking

of their supervisor as a person using a five point seale.

Twenty-four

said they J..:iked their supervisor much or very much; one, little or
very little.
In question ten, the respondents were asked to rate their like
or dislike of a number of casework chores on the basis of how well
they enjoyed doing them.

This data 1s presented in Table III.

TABLE III
LIKmG OF ACTIVlTES DONE AT \'K)RK

Item

Much or
Very' Much

Little or
Very Little

1.

Conta.cts with Clients in the Field.

30

0

2.

Office Visits with Clients

23

1

3. Case Record Writ:ing

3

14

4.

Completing Forms

0

18

5.

Talldng with Clients on Phone

15

1

22

0

9

14

15

4

9. staff Meetings

3

14

10. Report Writ:ing

3

15

6., Collateral Contacts

7.

staff Deve10pnent

8.

SUpervisory Conferences

Q:a.estion four, professional activities; question five, courses
taken; question six, feellngs toward future schooling; and question
seven, thought and action taken toward future schooling, comprised
the third area, Attitudes toward Future Professional Developnent.
Q:a.e'stion five was discarded because of :Insufficient responses.
Of the voluntary professional activities listed in question

four, dis

cussions, books, conventions, and workshops sean significant.

Us:Ing a

five pomt scale, twenty-one respondents were active or very active in

2;
discussions; none, inactive or very inactive.

Fourteen were active or

very activa in pursuing books; three , inactive or very inactive.

Six

respondents were active or ver,y active in attending conventions;
sixteen, :inactive or very inactive.

Five respondents were active or

very active in workshops; thirty, inactive or very inactive.
Twenty-eight respondents said future job related school:ing was·
desirable or highly desirable; none, undesirable or highly
undesirable.

Twenty-four said future job related schooling was

feasible; five, unfeasible.

When asked their. intentions for further

schooling, twelve indicated serious consideration of social work.
Job Performance:
four

~estions

Self Perceptions, the fourth heading, contained

asking the caseworker to rate how he thought his casework

performance would be rated by four different groups or individuals,
i.e., question thirteen, by others :in unit; question fourteen, by his
supervisor; question fifteen, by himself; and question sixteen, by his
clients.

Seventeen respondents thought their supervisor would rate them

high or above average as a caseworker; none, below average or low.
When asked how do they, the respondents, rate themselves as caseworkers,
twenty-one said high or above average; none, below average or low.
Twenty-four respondents thought their clients would rate than high or
above average as caseworkers; none, below average or low.

In the process of analyzing this data" one find:ing became overwhelmingly evident-that informal training is felt to be more useful
than formal training.

App:1.rently staft developnent ·programs (orien-

tation and :inservice training) and supervisory assistance do not pro-:vide the entire constellation of factors by which the caseworker feels
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his skill and knowledge as a practitioner are most enhanced.

This

finding suggests a need for further research to clarify the cause.
<kle might ask i f the readiness

necessary consideration.

ot the individual worker is not a

Informal learning, taken at the discretion,

need, and desire of the individual, may be necessary in addition to
formal training, given a.t a certain time, in a certain way, in a

certa:in place.
One can also ask if initiative is not an important aspect of
readiness.

It seems one way informal training takes place is this:

something within a person stimulates him to want or need knowledge he
does not possess.

This want or need might not occur 'When starr devel-

opnent sessions are held or even be covered :in them.

then sought Where it can be found,

SllCh

Knowledge is

as books, periodicals, con-

versations with other workers, coffee break discussions, etc.

When

knowledge for a specific purpose is sought visually or a.udibly and

then put into practice, the associated feelings from practical experiences reinforce the acquired knowledge more indelibly than visual
or auditory exposure alone .15 This aspect of learriing shw.ld be
caretul.ly regarded :in planning programs. aimed to improve the
functioning' ot caseworkers.
Another findmg concerned the supervisor, whose role in tra:ining
and evaluating workers is discussed frequently in the literature.

l~ern Lowry, "Tea.ching Methods :in Practice Courses:
of Theory and Practice,"

1945), 455-461.

Integration
Social Service Review, XIX, No.4 (December,

'f

~

SUpervision is the way provided by the agency to teach new workers. 16
• • • the supervisors must carry the greatest responsi
bility for the growth and development ot the inaividual
worker and it is on good supervision that the agency must
depend for the traininglQ.f the worker, and for the testing
of his job performance. ~(
For the beginning caseworker, the level

ot

sensitivity and self-

consciousness opened in his relationship with his supervisor goes
beyond his previous experience. IS The worker is required to put out
more ot his real self in this situation than ever before.

He

exposes himself to a supervisor who has the superior lmowledge and
understanding he wishes to use, and, at the same time, represents
the authority and power over his professional lite he fears and tights.
These feelings set up movement in the worker's selt, a process ot
disorganization and change which eventuaJ.ly results ;tn a reorganization
of the selt under its own direction and control. 19

'~pervisors

employ

developmental norms·to identity learning problems and to assure dis
couraged. workers. 20

Hill:

16v'irg1nia P. Robinson, Supervision in Social. Case Work (Chapel
University of North Carolina Press, 1936), p • .30.

17Yolanda Lancelot, "Statf Training as an Integrating Factor :in
Agency structure," Public Welfare, InI, No.4 (October, 1964), 264.

~ob1nson, Supervision in Social. Case Work, p. 45.
19Ibid., p. 46.
2OCharlotte Towle, "The Contributi~ of Education for Social
Casework to Practice," Princi les and Techni es in Social Casework
Selected Articles, 1940-1950, Edited by Cora Kasius New York:
Family Service Association of America, 1950), pp. 268-269.

I
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Learning shruld be a conscious process and this implies
that the student shruld see the evaluation of his work in
relation to norms for individuals at his stage of training. 21
The role of the supervisor cannot be underestimated.

It iS J

atter all, ". • • the supervisor who goes along with him from day to
day in his struggle to leam.,,22 Kessler, :in reporting that super
visors have a potent :influence on job attitudes and individual job
adjustment, asserts that a democratic style supervisor is more con
ducive to favorable attitudes than an autocratic one.23

Supervision

has been accused of promoting negative job attitudes by discouraging
ingenuity and initiative. 24
The findings of this questionnaire seem to agree with the impor
tance of the supervisor as discussed in the literature.

Supervisors

were seen as helpful to the professional development of the caseworker,
liked as a person, and as rating the caseworker above average.

fuper

visory conferences were well liked.
This suggests that perhaps more attention needs to be given to
supervisors.

If, indeed, after orimtation by the agency in a dif

ferent setting, supervisors do retrain their workers in their way as
21rbid., p. 269.
22Bertha Capen Reynolds, Learn
and Teachin in the Practice
of Social \'1ork (New York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc. J 1942 , p. 277.
23Clemm Cromwell Kessler III, "Differences Between Subo~dinates
Who Are Successful and Less Successful :in Ivl:eeting Superiors I
Demands," Dissertation Abstracts B: Sciences and En inee
, XXVII
(March-April, 19 8 , 38 -38 7.
24r-rederick Herzberg, Bernard Hausner and Barbara Bloch
Snyderman, The Motivation to \'-lork (2nd ed.; New York: John Wiley
& Sons, Inc., 1959), p. 125.
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Meyer suggests, beginning at the begjnning with the supervisor might
2

be a more efficient and economic means of inducting new stafr. ;
certa~

It

should be carefully considered. .

Several inadequacies in the background questionnaire became
.tully recognized during the process of analyzing the results.

inadequacies included the following:

These

(1) poorly defined purpose

during construction of ~estionnaire; (2) ambiguities in questions;

(3)

limited quantification of response choices.
The background questionnaire should have had clearly defined

and specific objectives.

More accurate categorization into content

areas ot the possible factors related to job performance would have
been attained.· The questions might have come closer then to measuring what they were designed to measure.'
Ambiguities were apparent in many questions.

This resulted

because some terms, such as inservice tra:inmg and orientation, were
not def:ined :in the questionnaire.

It was assumed the respondents

would understand what these tams meant.
be inaccurate.

This assumption proved to

Such difficulty could have been lessened by listing

standard definitions for terms that could easilY be interpreted :in
more than one way.
The ways used to measure the desired information posed problems
in gaining meaningful re sults.

First, the five point scale, that

frequently used 1n social science research, did not have a wide enough
range to yield significant statistical results.

Second, mch of the

25Carol H. Meyer, start Developnent in Public l'Telfare Agencies
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1966), pp. 126-127.
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dif'ficulty here was felt to be the result of the lack of clarity and
poorly defined purpose of the questionnaire.
been lessened

marke~ by

II.
The attitude

This problem might have

more specificity in those areas.

THE ATTITUDE SURVEY

~ey

was the last 'instrument added to those

administered to the caseworkers.

It was part of an attitude survey

developed by the Oregon State Fish Commission and was brought by one
project member in July, 1969, for the consideration of the entire
group. 26

Jointly, it was decided the questions on (1) the components

of job satisfaction, dissatisfaction, and ideals; (2) attributes of
a job; and (3) the job setting could also provide additional data
possibly pointing to factors affecting job perf'ormance.

This infor

mation would supplement the background questionnaire's exploration of
caseworkers' attitudes toward the agency and their jobs.

The wording

of' a few questions was slightly altered to make them apply to the
'Welfare setting.
Group consensus was the method by which the attitude sune:J" vas
analyzed.

Only those responses felt by the group to be sizeably

larger than, other responses to the same question were judged to
suggest significance.
The attitude survey was analyzed in two ways.

One involved

analyzing it alone in terms of' what caseworkers felt about the various
aspects of' their particular jobs and the agency for which they were

26see Appendix D for the form administered

by this group.
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working.

The second involved taking what was judged signif'icant in

the attitude survey and attempting an inter-torm analysis with the
resUlts of the background questionnaire.

It 'WOuld be possible to see

it the same factors appeared in more than one instance, and if' there

were any interrelationships between different factors to which there
had been a significant response.
For the first method of analysiS, the questions ot the attitude
survey fom. were divided into groupings.

The first grouping consisted

ot the first three questions, which pertained to job satisfactionthe positives, the negatives, and the ideals.

The second grouping, con

cerned with employee benefits, job satisfaction, and attributes of the
agency, was composed of the questions on page three.
ing, concerned with attributes

The third group

ot the casework job and the agency

where the caseworker was employed, contained the questions on page

tour.
In the job satisfaction grouping, <pestions one and three pro

duced responses of signif'icance.

These questions required the case

workers to rank their first, second, and third. choices of likes on
question one and of ideals on question three.

Each question had a

list of several items from which the choices were to be selected.
On question one, twenty-two participants selected challenging

as their first choice and eleven each selected independence or type
of work as their second choice.

According to Herzberg, sources of

high job satisfaction include challenging or creative work, varied
work, and the opportunity to do a job completely from beginning to

I
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In question three, the response Sfimprove communications with

public and field" was marked a total of eighteen times as either
first, second or third choice.

Other responses judged significant but

less so than the former were ":improve supervision and planning",
selected twelve times; "reduce workload", selected eleven times;
"adequate facilities", selected ten times; and "personnel policies lt ,
selected ten times.

The literature notes that factors focusing on

the characteristics of the context in which the job is done, such as

(1) working conditions, (2) interpersonal relations, (3) company
policy, (4) administration of these policies, (5) affects on personal
life, (6) job security, and (7) sa.la.ry, rarely produce high job atti
tudes. 2S
The group of questions on page three was considered as follows.
A four point scale with very satisfied and quite satisfied or excel

lent and good as positive indicators and not too satisfied and not
satisfied at all or fair and poor as negative :indicators was used to
tally the positive and negative responses of each question.
know responses were disregarded.

The don It

It was felt to not have any assignal:ll.e

value.
After the total scores were tallied in positive and negative
terms, it was decided that only tor those questions in

,~ich

the ratio

on either the positive or negative side was more than 2.0 greater than
27Herzberg, )1ausner, and Snyderman, p. 61.

-

28Ibid., p. 6.3.
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the other side would the response be considered significant.

This was

true in three instances, with questions seven, eight, and eleven.
Qlestion seven, tr}Iow would you rate the communications within the
agencY'?", showed four positive to twenty-five negative responses.
Qu,eation eight, "How would you rate the agency in keeping ;you up to
date an new ideas and methods in your work?", showed five positive to
twenty-four negative responses.

Question eleven, "How would. you rate

the caliber of supervisory personnel below top managanent (Your
department head or casework supervisor)?", showed twenty-one positive
to eight negative responses.
The group of questions on page four was concerned with rating
attributes of the casework job and the agency where the caseworker was
Two dichotomous phrases were used for each of seven dif

employed.

ferent attributes.
to

SevEn

An eight point scale from none on the negative end

on the positive end, with four as the average, was used to

indicate the degree to which the agency did or did not possess a certain
attribute.

Twenty caseworkers rated the supervisor as encouraging new

ideas and initiative.

Twenty-one rated the agency as tending toward

inefficient organization.; twenty-four, as having too much red tape.
The negative responses of the workers regarding conditions in
the agency are not unknown to many people.

The time lag often encoun

tered in. obtaining services as or for a client is fact, not exag
geration.

Red tape is a hallmark of bureaucracy.

1m. agency concerned

with efficiencY' and econany' probably has less time to spend using or
tr,ring innovative methods.

The response t1improve communications with

public and field" being seen as the most important thing workers would

! !111m- \I
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do 11' administrators represents one of the biggest hurdles welfare has
yet to overcome. This was reinforced by a strongly negative response
to

a question about

cOlllll\lD.ications within the agency.

It was significant, that on this :instrument supervisors were
rated positively, both in terms of caliber and encouraging new ideas
and initiative.

This readily corroborates the significance of the

supervisor evidenced in the background questionnaire and as seen by
the literature.
III.

EX'l'RANEOUS lNFIlJENCES AFFECTING RESPONSES

Above and beyond the f:indings of this study, and especially of
the background" questionnaire and attitude survey, are three extraneous
influences that require acknowledgement and accountability.

otherwise,

a non-project member reviewing this study might misinterpret its
findings.

These influences are (1) the size arid strticture of county

offices, (2) the internal changes occurring at the time of this study,
and (;3) the on-the-job training given to caseworkers after orientation
training.
(he DDlSt note caref'ully the counM.es included in this study.
(he was Mlltnomah County where 40 percent of the weU'are caseload of
the state resides.

The remaining recipients are spread throughout

the other thirty-five counties.
The number of welfare recipients in MUltnomah County necessitates
a large casework staff.

To make that statf more manageable, it is

divided both by type of service and pbysica!1y into sections according
to the type of client the worker serves, i.e., Children's Department,
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Services, Adult Services, Nursing Home, etc.

The other

counties in the study have smaller staffs and generallY less sepa
ration of staff physicallY and/or b,y type of service.
It was recognized this difference might distinguish in many ways
the Hultnanah County caseworkers from caseworkers in other counties.
The

a~nosphere

of the office; the locality of travel (urban versus

rural); the availability of resources; the channels of obtaining
special requests, getting case records from other departments, getting
dictation done, etc.; the type of inservice education; and the type of
supervisor might vary markedly.
j~b

Because these conditions can affect

perfonnance, they must be considered and taken into acoount 'When

assessment is made of this study.

They are, in effect, uncontrollable

variables.
An influence noted since the early, months of this study was an

internal change occurring within the welfare organization from the
federal level down.
time this study

llaS

It was not kno"lll to the research group at the
begun.

However, it was most potent, outwa:rdly

mentioned by many caseworkers and other personnel, and, in the
group I s opinion, is of consequence to the outcome of this study.
The internal change regarded the separation of eligibility and
casework services•. A client no longer had to be assigned a caseworker
when he ·applied for public assistance.

Instead, a clerical person,

called an assistanoe worker, could determine, upon the applicant I s
signed statement, if that person were entitled to welfare benefits.
This clerical position did not require a college education.

The

number of caseworkers needed naturally declined with fewer clients
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needing casework services.
do~

The state weltare agency had tried to cut

the number of new caseworkers employed prior to implementing the

new 'program in July, 1969.

However, their-projections had been too

liberal and there were too many caseworkers employed by the agency at
that time.

Consequently, some caseworkers were faced with several
(1) be transferred to another county (usua~ a less

altematives:

popa.lous one) where there was a caseworker vacancy; (2) accept lowering
of status to an assistance worker category and hope for an eventual

opening into a caseworker position; t~) resign; or (4) be terminated.
The caseworkers facing these alternatives were those with least tenure.
All the subjects participating in this study were included.

Faced with an unkno'Wll employment future, workers were justi
fiably upset.

Some were trying to complete their casework assignments

prior to leaving or transferring.
have a job the next month.
caution and suspicion.
occurs When

~

Others didn It know i t they- 'WOuld

In such circumstances, orietreads with

Robinson feels one deterrent to motivation

agency either through reducing its services or decreas

ing its budget suddenly reduces its staff, keep:1ng only the best

workers. 29
Reflection upon this situation produced ideas about how the
caseworker's responses to this project were affected.

If the instru

ment package was perceived as a tool of the agency, were the case
workers trying to please or to retaliate?

It perceived as a further

measure of their competence, would they do differently than in a less
2%obinson, Supervision in Social Case Work. p. l.l3.
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stressful environment? Was it an unwanted waste of time that caused
them to fall farther behind in their caseload assignments?

Or, did

they want to help in research aimed to improve the welfare system?
The third :influence pertains to the type of on-the-job training
provided for the caseworker after orientation training.
one variation is the size of the office'.
own staff development division.

Obviously,

J.fultnanah County has its

A regular program is offered for all

new casel'lorkers once they report to that county agency, with periodiC
sessions thereafter.

In the smaller counties, the assignment may be

passed between supervisors, be assigned

to

one person, be assigned to

a committee of workers, or be done by the state office staff develop
ment section.
These variations make the content and frequency of the on-the-job
training quite different.

One cannot but wonder if a one-to-one

worker-supervisor relationship is not employed in smaller counties in
contrast to the formal group instruction of the staff development
department in J.fultnomah County.
As important as this distinction is the continuity that exists
between the orientation train:ing content and that which follows later
:in the assigned county agency.
IV.

No pattern is evident.
SilliMARY

A second purpose of this study was to explore other indicators
besides orientation training affect:ing the job performance of case
workers.

To achieve this purpose, two instruments were used for

administration with the B II.

One instrument, a questionnaire, sought
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background information and attitudes ot the caseworkers toward their
job and future education. The second :instrument, an attitude survey,
meaSured job satisfaction.
The findings of the questionnaire stressed the importance :in job
proficiency ot the role ot (1) :informal tra:1ning and (2) the super
The attitude survey reinforced the importance ot the supervisor

visor.

and produced trequently heard complaints about bureaucratic agencies,
i.e., the time lag in obtaining services, the red. tape, little use or
trying ot innovative methods, poor communications within agency and to
public.
The outcome ot those tindings must be interpreted :in light ot
certa:in other tactors. First are the limitations ot the background
questionnaire resulting trom constructional inadequacies:

(1) poorly

detined purpose during construction, (2) ambiguities in questions,

(3) limited. quantification of response choices; Second are three
extraneous influences:

(1) the size and structure ot county welfare

offices, (2) the mtemal changes occurring within the state welfare
agency at the time of the study, and (3) the on-the-job training given
to caseworkers tollowing the orientation training session.
The next chapter will seek to summarize the findings ot the total
study and make recommendations both operationa.l.ly' and tor further
research.

CONCWSIONS
This chapter serves to present the core of the project.

It

describes in summary fashion the purpose and fmdings, makes opera
tional recommendations, and indicates directions for further research.

I.

SUMMARY AND

FmDn~GS

The impetus for this and the previous study was a suggestion
from the Staff Development Division of the Oregan state Public Welfare
Commission.

They requested a study be done bY' graduate students in

social work from Portland state University to evaluate the etfective
nessot the welfare commission's state-wide Orientation Center in
teaching basic casework concepts and to develop a test for future use.
This study envisioned the research project in broad terms.
First, it accepted the task ot validating the testing instrument devel
oped bY' the previous group.

Second, it recognized that casework prin

ciples are only one of several types of knowledge caseworkers must
possess i f they are to

:f'un~tion

proficiently on the job.

On the basis

of this recognition, the second purpose of this study became an explo
ration of other indicators besides orientation training affecting the
job adaptation of caseworkers.
To validate the test:ing instrument, three measures of validitY'
were employed.

Construct validitY' was lacking:

the instrument did not

take into consideration the total scope of knowledge necessar,y to
perform as a welfare caseworker.

Concurrent validity was low:

the

B II score does not represent the caseworker's present job perform
ance.

Predictive validity was almost absent:

predict the worker's future job performance.

the B II score does not
A comparison of the

means and standard deviations of the test scores of the workers in

1968 with those

in

1969 revealed slightly less and a wider range of

elTors in 1969.
These measures fail to offer credence to the B II as a valid
instrument.

And, by itself, it has low reliability.

Consequently..

it should not be used to determine the effectiveness of teaching
casework pr:inciples to caseworkers in a public welfare orientation
program.

B II's nm-validity was affected by several factors:

(1) its limitation to Biestek's casework principles, (2) the omission
of a panel of e:xperts in choosing the answers to the
absence of a control group,

(4)

13 II.. (3) the

the homogeneity of caseworkers, and

(5) the possibility of retention of test materials.

A more appropriate

'Way to measure the effectiveness of orientation training teaching
might be to first analyze the caseworker's job and then construct a
test or series of tests sampling the many varied areas of knowledge
he needs to possess.
To accomplish the second purpose of this study, to explore other
indicators besides orientation training affecting the job performance
of caseworkers, two instruments were administered along with B II.
The questionnaire, constructed by the group, collected background
information and attitudes of the caseworkers toward their jobs and

I "WI'III

I I

future education~

The attitude survey, part of a form borrowed from

the Oregon state Fish Commission, dealt with job satisfaction.
The questionnaire's findings suggest· that informal training and
the supervisor are potent intlnences on job proficiency.

The attitude

aurvey reinforced frequently beld complaints about the welfare agency,

i.e., the time lag in obtaining services, the red tape, little using
or trying or innovative methods, poor communications within agency and
with the public.
The interpretations of the find:ing& of the questionnaire and
attitude survey must be made in light of other ractors.

First are

limitations or the background questionnaire reoulting from structural
:inadequacies: . (1) poorly defined purpose during construction,
(2) ambiguities in questions, (3) limited quantification of response
choices.

Second are three extraneous influences on the project:

(1) the size and structure of crunty weltare offices" (2) the internal

l
I
I

changes occurring within the state welfare agency at the time of the

'I

study', and (3) the on-the-job trainfl:lg given to caseworkers rollowing

I
I
I

the orientation training sessions.
II.

OPERATIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of the analysis and implications or this study,
speCific recoIllllendations have been made by the project group.

It is

hoped that the,r will be considered for possible implementation b.Y
interested parties.
(1) That a more accurate analysis of the weUare Orientation
Center training program be undertaken and that from the results of

I
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that analysis some method of measuring what trainees learn be devised
and tested.

(2) That the Orientation Center eValuate the use of Biestek' s
book as the source for teaching casework principles and consider other
sources for accomplishing that objective.

(3) That more attention be given by the staff Development
Division of the Oregon state Public ;Telfare Division to the apparent
importance supervisors play in the job performance and job satisfaction
of caseworkers.

(4) That the Oregon state Public ltTelfare Di'Vision focu~ attent'ion

on the relationship of Wormal to formal learning as discussed in this
project paper and attempt to implement a progrmn capitalizing on the
elements of :Informal learning.

More attention shoul;.t.i be given to
,

.

providing an atmosphere in which the peer learning factor can be
maximized.

This could inc1lJ.de official. approval for impromptu worker

discussions, such as occur during coffee breaks, which provide a
valuable means for learning the ropes of the casework job.

(5) That efforts be made by the various welfru. e offices to
1

achieve more willing and active participation in inservice education
programs.

This could be accomplished by the following:

(a) providing coverage of .the worker's caseload during
these times so he doesn't fall behind in his work;

(b) soliciting and implementing caseworker's suggestions
for the content and improvement ofinservice
programs;
(c) employing several methods for presenting :inservice
training and allowing the individual to select
which method he desires.

1
1

1

iii
. ·1
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1

1

I
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(6) That orientation be one day onlJ'.

The introduction of

needed. knowledge should be gradual as the job requires it.

This

enhances the effectiveness of on-the-job training by allowing workers
to more completelr assimilate the necessar,y knowledge; it causes less
frustration by not overloading them with material which is unusable
at the time it is presented.

One wa:y to develop such a plan might

include a state-level sequential curriculum that begins with the
orientation phase and continues as the worker progresses.

It could be

broad enough in scope to permit local offices to adapt it best to
their situations and needs.
In.

DmECTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH

<i1e research consideration was suggested in Chapter Two:

ana

lyzing the caseworker's job and, as a result ot the analysis, con
structing a test including knowledge from the various' areas relevant
to performance as a

cas~forker.

It should be designed to measure the

knowledge caseworkers use in casework situations.

Such an effort is

an alternate and hopefully more effective approach to assessing the
effectiveness of the teaChing of the Orientation Center.

This study

was a beginning in identifYing some of the other factors besides
Biestek affecting the caseworker's job performance.

II
I

I

I

I

The development

and refinement of a comprehensive instnunent, fol1OW'ing more explo
ration, could produce a usable tool to measure a caseworker IS com
petency.
Public welfare has a dual responsibility:

(1) adequate

accountability of expenditure of funds to the public by following

III
I

I,
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polioies and regUlations; (2) assuranoe to clients of respect for their
dignity and r1ghts.:30 To be effeotive, the 'Worker must be adequately
instructed in the art of performing both functions.

The beginning

worker must learn to integrate the concepts applioable to each-i.e.,
the policy of the agency necessary to provide assistance to clients
and the social work principles needed to ensure dignity to clients.
It would appear there are other aspects of the job besides use of
casework prinCiples highly important to effective performance.
A second research consideration recognized b.Y this project group
is even more essential:

a means of measuring the social. work atti

tudes, knowledge, and Skills of a person with a Bachelor's degree
entering the field at the service level.

The measuring device could

I. 'I

be used at specified times following the initial assessment of the

level of the worker to determine his growth.

SUch a tool is reall;r

imperative for improved services.
Social work does not have a national. examination for soreening
and licensing applicants who :intend to call themselves social workers
as do many professions :including medicine, nursing, etc.

This absence,

in part, seems attribltable to the failure of the profeSSion to ade
quately agree upon 'What social work is.
agreement is reached

~

Ii

And, perhaps, only when such

a standard, objective, and nationally

accepted measure of the level of competency of social work practi

I
'I

tioners, with either a Bachelor's or Master's degree, be developed.
30aerweger, et &1., p. 3.

~

I

I

I
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Nevertheless, in the welfare situation, a system where defined
goals and objectives exist, more accurate, precise measures of desired
attitudes, knowledge, and skills should be, possible.

Perhaps only as

the particular areas specific agencies require are made testable will
the total profession, or paraprofession, be able to accurately define
what level ot competency all practitioners should possess.
A third consideration for further research should be investi
gation of the structured versus the nonstructured situation for pur
poses of teach ing the novice caseworker.

'Ibis could include consider

ing, 'Where, as an individual, he is at in terms of knowledge, atti

tudes, and skills.

It would require further study of how and where

workers learn best, devising a plan on the basis of these findings,
implementing the plan, evaluating it, and making the necessary amend
ments.

I

I
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE (JJESTIONS OF THE B II TEST lNSTRmIENT

A woman who has come for help with marital
difficulties tells the worker that her husband
is cruel, unfeeling, and impossible to live with.
The worker should:
.
1. Agree that her husband is difficult to live with.
2. Make an appointment to interview the husband •
.3. Ask her to point out some of his good qualities.
4. Acknowledge that she is having a difficult time
with her husband and encourage her to examine
the reasons.
5. Assure her that he will help her husband change
some ot his behavior so that he will be easier
tQ live with.
T F

64. The reminisc1ng of

an OAA recipient about the
past should be discouraged as he is really
better off when he is oriented to the here
and now.

I

APPENDIX B
THE CASEWORK RELATIONSHIP AND ITS SEVEN PRINCIPLES

Felix P. Biestek The Casework RelationshiE (Chicago: Lo)"Ola
UniverSity Press, 1957~, pp. 12, 25, 35, 50, 72, 90, 102, 121.
The casework relationship is the dynamic interaction of atti
tudes and emotions between the caseworker and' the client, with
the purpose of helping the client achieve a better adjustment
between himself and his environment.
Individualization is the recognition and understanding of
each client's unique qualities and the differential use of
principles and methods in assisting each toward a better
adjustment. Individualization is based upon the right of
human beings to be individuals and to be treated not just as !.
human being but as ~ human. being with his personal dif
ferences.
Purposeful expression of feelings is the recognition of the
client's need to express his feelings freel1, especially his
negative feelings.
Acceptance is a principle of action Wherein the caseworker
perceives and deals with the client as he rea.l.ly is, :includ
ing his strengths and weaknesses, his congenial, and uncon
genial qualities, his positive and negative feelings, his
constructive and destructiva attitudes and behavior, main
taining all the wile a sense of the client's innate dignity
and personal worth.
The non judgmental attitude is a quality of the casework
relationship; it is based on a conviction that the casework
function excludes assigning guilt or innocence, or degree of
client responsibility for causation of the problems or needs,
but does include making evaluative judgments about the atti
tudes, standards, or actions of the client; the attitude,
which involves both thought and feeling elements, is trans
mitted to the client.
The pr:inciple of client self-detennination is the prac
tical recognition of the right and need of clients to freedom
in making their own choices and decisions in the casework
process.

II
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Confidentiality is the preservation of secret information
concern:ing the client which i.s disclosed in the professional
relationship.

.. .....

APPENDIX C
BACKGROOND QUESTIONNAmE

IN 1968, A MASTER'S STUDmT THESIS GROUP AT PORTLAND STATE
COLLEGE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK BEGAN A STUDY TO DETERMINE THE EFFEC
TIVENESS OF THE ORIENTATION TRAINING GIVEN NEW CASEWORKERS BY THE
OREGON STATE PUBLIC l-JELF ARE COM1.fISSION PRIOR TO THE BEXlINNING OF THEm
COUNTY CASEWORK ASSIGNMENTS.

THIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED THROOGH A TEST

GIVEN TO yOU AT THE BEGINNING AND END OF YOUR FOUR "lEEK TRAINING
PERIOD IN OREG9N CITY.

IT IS OUR DESIRE TO FOLLm'l UP THIS STUDY BY AGAIN ADMINISTERlNG
THIS TEST TO YOU WHO HAVE NOW BEEN PRACTICING CASEWORK Fon NEARLY ONE

YEAR.

IT IS HOPED THIS WILL INDICATE WHm'HER mAT TEST IS A VALID

MEASURE OF CASEtiORK PERFORMANCE FOLLOlaNG ORIENTATION.
PLEASE BEAR IN MlND THAT THE INFORJ.!ATION WHICH YOU PROVIDE ON

THESE (JJESTIONNAmES AND TESTS IS CONFIDmTIAL.

IT IS NOT A STUDY OF

INDIVIWAL EMPLOYEES BUT IS TO HELP DETERMINE WAYS IN WHICH THE WELFARE
SYSTEM CAN I-lORE EFFECTIVELY TRAIN NEW CASEVK)RKERS.

PLEASE ANSWER. THE QUESTIONS AS HONESTLY AND COMPLETELY AS POS
1

SIBLE, COMPLETlNG SECTION I FIRST, TEST B-II SECOND, AND SECTION nI
LAST.

YOOR ASSISTANCE WITH THIS STUDY IS APPRECIATED.

'I
1

t

!

f

'''II!

11'
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SECTION I
PLEASE ANSltfiR THE QJESTIONNAIRE FOR THE PERIOD AFTER COMPLETION
OF ORmlTATION TRAINING.
UNDERGRADUATE

MAJOR~

_______MINOR._ _ _ _ _ _ l-fSW YES

NO

PRES1'.NT PLACEMENT (COONTY) _ _ _ _ _----.;AGE._ _ _ SEX M F
PRIOR PLACEHEUT (COONTY) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - 
MINBER OF CASELOADS SINCE COMPLETING ORIENTATION TRAINING _ _ __
TYPES OF CASELOADS:

PRESENT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PREVIOUS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

NUMBER OF IN-SERVICE TRAINING SESSIONS ATTENDED _ _ _ _ _ _ __

..
1.

HOW l-1UCH VALUE FOR YOORSELF DO

VERY HIGH

YOO PLACE ON THE IN-SERVICE

HIGH

TRAININGYOO HAVE HAD?

AVERAGE

(CHECK ONE)

Wi

'i

VERY Lmv

!

!I
'I

I,'

'I

i' 'I

,I

2.

HOW lvOULD YOU MOST NEARLY

VERY VALUABLE
, I,

EVALUATE THE CONT.El{T
SERVICE TRAnlmG?

oF

IN

VALUABLE
SO-SO

.LrrTLE VAWE
VERY LI'.l"I!.Ji:: VAIlJE
i

I

i;

I

I,

I
I

!i,II
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:3.

HOW

wruw

YOU MOST NEARLY

_ _ _ VERY VAWABLE

EVAllJATE THE METHODS BY l'v'HICH

_ _ VAIJJABLE

YOOR m-sERVICE TRAINING WAS

___ SO-SO

COODUCTED?

_ _ LITTLE VAlUE
_ _ VERY LITTLE VALUE

4.

HOW MUCH DO YOU VOI1JNTARILY PURSUE THE FOu.rn<JING PROFESSICliAL

ACTIVITIES?

VERY
ACTIVE ACTIVE

INTERMEDIATE

INACTIVE

VERY
INACTIVE

DISCUSSIONS
BOOKS

JOORNAL ARTICLES _ __
CONVENTICNS

J.IEETINGS
WOm<S!OPS

OTHER (SPECIFY)

5. WHAT COORSES HAVE YOU AT'mIDED
TIl THE PAST YEAR?

_ _ NIGHT SCHOOL
_ _ _ CERTIFICATE PROORAM

_ _ OTHER (SPECIFY)

, I,

I
I

1

1

I'
II
I '

1
1

'i
'I'
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6. 00 YOU FEEL THAT JmTURE JOB-

6A

HIGHLY DESIRABLE

RELATED SCHOOLING FOR YOU IS:

DESmABLE

(CHECK BOTH PARTS)

OF NEUTRAL VALENCE

UNDESmABLE
HIGHLY UNDESIRABLE
AND

6B

•

FEASIBLE
UNFEASIBLE

7. ,lHAT ARE YOUR INTENTIONS FOR FURTHER SCHOOLING?

(CHECK

'PiE

ONE

MOST APPROPRIATE FOR EACH RmV')
NO
INTENTIONS

SERIOUSLY
INVES
CONSIDERED TIGATED

APPLIED REGISTERED

NON-DEGREE
DEGREE

SOOIAL WORK _ _ __

orHER
(SPECIFY)

8. m YOOR DEVELOPMENT AS A PROFESSICltAL
c:Yl'HERS MAY HAVE BEFN HELPFUL.

PLEASE

DESK PARTNER
AN AIDE

ARRANGE THE ASIDE CATIDoRIES IN ORDER

A CLERICAL l'lORKER

OF THEIR HELPFUlNESS, HOST HELPFUL

ANOTHER CO-WORKER

FmsT, ACCORDING rfO YOOR EXPERIENCE

SUPERVISOR

,lITH SPECIFIC INDIVIDUALS FROr.l EACH

SOMEONE ELSE IN AG:m:rr

CATmORY.

(USE SCALE FROM 1 TO

MOST TO IEAST)

7,

SOMEOl-.1E ELSE OUTSIDE
AGENCY
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9. HOW MUCH 00 YOU LIKE YOUR
SUPERVISOR AS A PERSON?

_ _ VERYMOCH
_ _ MUCH
_ _ SO-SO

_ _ LITTLE
_ _ VERY LITTLE

10.

PLEASE ASSIGN A LETTER GRADE

_ _ CONTACTS tilTH CLIENTS

TO THE ITEMS TO THE RIGHT ON

m

THE FIELD

THE BASIS OF Hm vlELL YOO EN JOY _ _ OFFICE VISITS WITH CLIEm'S
DOJNG THEM.

(USE THE SCALE

_ _ CASE RECORD v1RITlNG

BELOW)

_ _ COMPLETING FORMS

A.

VERY HUCH

_ _ TALKING \-ITTH CLIEIITS ON

B.

MUCH

C.

SO-SO

_ _ COLLATERAL CONTACTS

D.

LITl'LE

_ _ STAFF DEVELOPMENT

E.

VERY. LITTLE

_ _ SUPERVISORY

PHONE

......._

,.

CONFERE2~CES

STAFF MEl!."'TIllGS

_ _ REPORT \'1RITING

11.

HOW USKFUL

Il~

GENERAL HAVE

_ _ VERY USEFUL

TOO FOUND YOUR ORIENTATION

_ _ USEFUL

TRAINING?

_ _ NEUTRAL

_ _ UNUSEFUL
_ _ VERI UNUSEFUL

;8
12. HOW MUCH HAS SUBSEQUF}JT
TRAINING

A.~D

FOCUSED 00:

1.3.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

3JPERVISION

FORMS

(USE SCALE

PROCEDURES

BELCY,I, ASSIGNllfG A LETTER

CASEl.'lORK PRINCIPLES

GRADE)

INTERV'IEVllliG

A. VERY MUCH

PROBWIS

B.

MUCH

PROGRAl<1S

C.

SO-SO

OTHER (SPECIFY)

D.

LITTLE

E.

VERY LITTLE

HOVI DO YOU THINK OTHERS

m

_ _ HIGH

YOUR UNIT RATE YOU AS A

_ _ ABOVE

CAsm'l:>RKER?

--

AVER~GE

AVERAGE'

_ _ BEl1>".i AVERAGE

_ _ LO\'i

14. H()!lr 00 YOU THDIK YOUR

_ _ HIGH

SUPERVISOR RATES YOU

_ _ ABOVE

AS A CASm-JORKER?

_ _ AVERAGE

AVER.~GE

_ _ BEWoi AVERAGE

_ _ LOW

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I,i
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15.

HOW DO Yoo RATE YOOSELF
AS A CASEUORKER?

--- HIGH
_ _ ABOVE AVERAGE

---

AVERAGE

_ _ BELOW AVERAGE
_ _ _ LOW

16. HOW DO YOU THlNK YOUR CLIENTS
RATE YOU AS A CASEt~ORKER?

--- HIGH
_ _ _ ABOVE AVERAGE

---

AVERAGE

___ HEWN AVERAGE

_ _ _ LOVI

.

! t

~.

· I

I

'I

1

"

· I
I 'I
II

I·.· .

··1
i

I
I

I

'i

,
I

•I
"I.

\

I

APPENDIX D
ATTITUDE SURVEY
SECTION III
1.

THE FIRST !JJESTION IS ABOUT
WOOLD YOO SAY ARE THE THREE
SATISFACTION? PLEASE WRITE
THIRD CHOICES IN T:-fE SPACES

nmREDIENTS OF JOB SATISFACTION. \-!HAT
THINGS HOST DIPORl' ANT TO yeuR JOB
THE NUMBERS OF YaJR FIRST, SECOND AND
BELOW.

INGREDIENT

1.
2.

.3.

4.

5.
.6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

CHALLEl\TGING OR CONTRmJTING
INDEPENDENCE OR SELF-EXPRESSICN
TIPE OF "vl0RK (OUTDOOR, RECORDING)
RECOONITION FOR ACCOMPLISHHENTS
DIVERSITY OR VA..TUE'l'Y IN DUTIES
CONGENIAL OR TI1TF::RESTING COVIORKERS
ADVANCEHENT OR PROMOTION OPPORTUNITIES
AUTHORrfY TO SUPERVISE OR SATISFACTION
IN SUPERVISING
ADE!JJATE FACILITIES AND FUNDS
. MONETARY HETURN
OTHER (DESCRIBE)_ _ _ _ _ _ __

MOST llfPORTAN'l':_ _ _ _ __

SECOND MOST IMPORTANT :....._ __

THIRD MOST IMPQRTANT:_ _ __
2.

TURNING TO THE OTHER SInE, vrtIAT TrlREE THINGS DO YOU LIKE LEAST
ABOUT yam WORK? PLEASE \'ffiI'l'E THE NUMBERS· OF 100R CHOICES IN
THE SPACES BELCYtl.
INGRED~

1. . REPETITIOn OF Il1TIES OR AmITNISTRATIVE DUTIES
2. INTERFERENCE (BY SUPERVISOR)
.3. INADEOJATE SALARY
4. INADE(JJATEFACILITIES
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5. LACK OF APPllliCIATION BY SUPERVISOR
6. INCOMPETENT OR INADEcJJ ATE SUPE..l1.VISION
7. LACK m SLOWNESS OF PROGRESS
S.

9.
10.
11.

LACK OR INSUFFICIENT AUTHORITY
D~ADEClJATELY T"rtAINED CO\lORKERS AND SIBORDlliATES
UNCERTAINTY OF ADVANCY:.;.\fENT
OTHER (DESCRIBE)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

. FIRST CHOICE:_ _ _ _ _ __
SECOND CHOICE:_ _ _ _ _ __
THIRD CHOICE:_ _ _ _ _ __

3. WE ALL LDCE PLAYING "ARHCHAIR DIRECTOR" ONCE Dl AWHn.E. SUPPOSE
YOO COULD l-iAKE ANY CHANGES IN THE AGEUCY THAT YOO WANTED TO
WHAT CHANGES, IF ANY, 1'10ULD YOU PROBABU HAKE? PLEASE l·mITE THE
NUHBERS OF YaJR CHOICES IN THE SPACES BELOl-I.
CHANGES

1.
2.

IMPROVE SJPERVISIon AND PLANNmG
RAISE JOB STAJ."mARDS
. 3. NO CHANGES SJGGESTED
.
4. D4PROVE C01-l1.fUNICATIONS \'lITH PUBLIC" AND FIELD
5. ADECVATE FACILI'I'IES
6. INDEPENDENCE OF ACTION
7. HIRE CLERICAL HELP; DATA PROCESSING
S. REDUCE liORKLOAD
9. PERSOl~ POLICIES
10. IMPROVE SALARY SCALE
11. OTHER (DESCRIBE)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
FIRST CHOICE:_ _ _ _ _ __
SECOND CHOICE:_ _ _ _ _ __

'[

III

THIRD CHOICE:_ _ _ _ _ __
'[

. 'I
Ii

'i

i

I

1,

I,

i

;
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ON THIS NEXT GROOP OF (JJESTIONS, PLEASE PLACE AN "Xtl IN FRONT OF THE
ANSWER l'IHICn BEST APPLIES.
1 TAKDIG EVERYTHING INTO CONSIDERA
TICti, HOW SATISFIED ARE YOU WITH
YOUR PRESENT JOB?
VERY SATISFIED
QUITE SATISFIED
NOT TOO SATISFIED
Nor SATISFIED AT ALL

-----------------

2 WHAT KIND OF JOB SECURITY DO YOU
FEEL YOU HAVE?

----------------EXCELI..mrf

7 HOW WOOLD YOU RATE THE cmn.iUNI
CATIONS l-1ITHIN THE AGENCY?
--~~T~---------

GOOD
FAIR
POOR
8 HOW WCUW YOU RATE THE AGENCY
IN KEEPING YOO UP TO DATE ON
NEW IDEAS AND METHODS IN YOUR
WORK?

--nc~-----------

GOOD
FAIR
POOR

GOOD

FAIR
POOR

:3 THmKING ABOUT WHERE YOU viOR!{

9 HOW WELL WOULD YOU SAY THE
HOW WOOLD YOU RATE YOUR AGENCY'S
EMPLOYEES GET ALONG ''lITH EACH
PROMorION PROCEDURE?
OTHER WITHIN THE AGENCY?
~--------------------------------EXCEILEtlT
EXCELLENT
~D

~D

FAIR
POOR

FAre
POOR

4 HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE SALARY 10
SCALE FOR YOUR JOB?

vniAT ABOUT THE CALIBER OF TOP
MANAGEMENT IN 'mE ORGANIZATION?

----------------~----------------EXCELLENT
EXCEIJ.ENT
~D

FAIR
POOR

GOOD
FAIR
. POOR

DON'T KNOW

5 HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT YOUR SA.LARY II HOW WOOLD YOU RATE THE CALIBER
SCALE COHPARED WITH OTHER
PosrrIons WITHm THE AGmCY?

OF SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL BELOW
TOP l-fANAGEMENT (YOUR DEPAR'll1ENT
HEAD OR CASEWORK SUPERVISOR?

mre~~T-------------EE~T----------

GOOD
F~

POOR

GOOD
FAIR
POOR

DON'T KNOW

6 HOW ABOUT THE FRINGE BENEFITS OF 12 WOULD YOU SAY THE OPPORTUNITY
YOUR JOB?
FOR INITIATIVE IN THE KEN cr IS:
uc~~--------------~c~~----------GOOD
GOOD
FAIR
FAIR

POOR

POOR
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THIS NEXT PART OF THE qr:r:;5TIONNAIRE: CONSISTS OF A SCORING OF ATTRIBUTES
ON YaJR JOB AND lVHERE YaJ ~JORK. JUST PLACE ONE "X" ON EACH LDJE,
REPRESENTING THE RELATIVE SCORE YOU FEEl, IS APPROPRIATE FOR THAT ITEM
AS IT PERTAINS TO YaJR JOB AND THE AGENCY.
EACH LINE CONSISTS OF EIGHT SPACES \'-11TH A SET OF' ADJECTIVES AT EACH END
OF THE LINE. THE CLOSER YCU CHECK TO ETIHER SIDE OF THE LINE,. THE
STRONGER YOU THnnc THAT r.rorill, OR GROJP OF WORDS, DESCRIBES YOUR JOB OR
THE CONDITIONS t'1JmtE YOU WORK. /oN "Xtt IN COLUl-fN 4 l>lCULD nmICATE
"AVERAGE."

Dl MARKING:
- PLEASE PLACE THE CHECK MARKS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE SPACES,
LIKE THIS: : X :
- BE SURE TO "xi1'EvERY LINE '-iRERE APPROPRIATE.
-NEVER PUT :HORE THAN ONE trx" ON EACH LDm.
-WOnK AS FAST AS POSSIBLE - YaIR FmST INPRESSION IS THE

IMPORl'ANT

ONE:-

-

-



HERE IS AN EXAHPLE OF HtJ:'1 THE RATING IS DONE. JUST SUPPOSE YOO ,'/ERE
JUDGING 'll!E COWMBIA RIVER AS A PLACE TO \'lORK. HERE'S HOW YOU HIGHT
CHECK THE LD{ES:

UGLY

BEAUTIFUL

WARM

:

...........

:

:

:

:

:X:

:

--.--~---

:

COLD

ABOUT YOUR JOB AND \<l'HERE YOU W0R!
EFFICIENT
ORGANIZATlOO
PROORESSIVE
LITTLE OR NO
RED TAPE
HIGH JOB
PERFORMANCE
srANDARDS
GOm TREATHEllT
OF IDRKERS
GOOD WORKING
CONDITIONS

.L..L....L..!......l.....L...L~

··- .- . .. .. .. -. -.. -..
·---------. . ...................
. .._-----
. .. .
·-------------------. . . . .. . . ..

·..........------------
. .. .. . . .. .
· . . . .. .. . .. ..
·------. . . . ............_-
. .
-~--------

INEFFICIEh'T
ORGANIZATION
BACKWARD
TOO MUCH
RED TAPE
LO\>l JOB
PERFOm1ANCE
STANDARDS
POOR TREATMEUT
OF I\TQRKERS
POOR vlORKING
CONDITIONS

I
1:\
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SUPF.RvrSOR
ENC aJ RAGES

NEW IDEAS AnD
nUTIATIVE

:

:
:
:
:
:
:
:
:
--.....-.......----------

SUPERVISOR DOES
NOT ENCOORAGE
INITIATIVE OR
NEW IDEAS

!

J

APPENDIX E
INFOOMATION FOOM THE LITERATURE

In the course of project developnent, the group canpleted a

comprehensive review of the literature which revealed significant
factors, ideas, and problems which could prove useful to others inves
tigating the area of staff training and developnent.

With such an end

in mind, things found through examination of the literature are here
presented.
In general, the goal of training is the learning of structure in

order to achieve the amalgamation of past, present, and future learning
for the sake of efficient performance Of'duty.l Orientation training
aims, furthermore, to equip the trainee to carry out the responsi
bilities of his new position in such a way that the goals of the
agency woold be enhanced.
into three categories:

The responsibilities of the caseworker fall

(1) the routine mechanical elements of the

job; (2) the provision of services to clients; and, (3) the use of
superviSion, the way provided by the agency to teach new workers. 2
The development of a training program requires thought and
consideration of present methods.

1

Wreschner-5alzberger, Mohilever,

Jerane S. Bruner, The Process of Education
University Press, 1966), p. 12.

(Cambridge:

Harvard

2Caro1 H. Meyer, Staff Develo ant in Public "Helfa.re
encies
(New York: Columbia University Press, 19
, p. 30; YolandaLancelot,
"starf Training as an Integrating Faotor in Agency Structure, If Public
Welfare, XXII, No. 4 (October, 1964), 264.

, 9"'11"
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and Kugelmass suggest an examination of the learning needs of the
trainees, the formulation of reality limited objectives, agreement of
the 'teaching statf on concepts and vocabulary to be used, and the
participation of the administration in the composition of the purposes
of the training program in order to integrate administrative policies
and educational objectives.

3 M~er

stresses examination of the learn

ing needs of the workers to be trained as well as the needs of the

agency they will serve:

education prepares a worker professionally

while the agency trains him for functions specific to agency practice. 4
Close communication with supervisors and administration enables
the trainer to differentiate between the parts of training which belong
to individual supervision and those which need both channels of
teaching. 5 Assessment of appropriateness of content must relate to
the individual agency and improved service to clients.

6

The setting has a controversial role in training.

The United

states Department of Health, Education and Welfare advocates a.

3Lotte Wresehner-8alzberger, MOnica Mohilever, and Shlomo
Kugelmass, "A Short-Term Staff Development Project in Israel,"
Social Work, VII, No.4 (October, 1962), 77.
4oarol H. Meyer, "Statf Development-A Social Work Process in a.
Public Child Welfare Agency, fI Public Welf'are, XX, No. 2 (April, 1962),

127.
5Canadian Welfare CouncU, Trainmg for Social i'1elfare:
Proceed:inss of the Worksho'O on Staff Training Committee on Non
Graduate Train'
Commission on Education and Personnel of the
Canadian Welfare Council, 19 4 Ottawa, Canada, 1
, p. 23.
6Ibid ., p. 22.

.1
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training site outside one1s normal place of work and traming given by
those with fresh and original viewpoints. 7 Meyer agrees, pointing out
the likelihood. that 'When the new workers are finally on the job their
supervisors will train them again in their way.

The worker is placed

in a ttlouble bind" in which he nmst choose between the practice learned
at the train:ing center and that which his supervisor wishes him. to
carry out. S Often the environment of the new caseworker does not give
the opportunity to use his new knowledge. 9 Meyer reports the success
ful use of one day of orientation followed by three months on-the-job
training.

She believes,

• • • newly hired l'torkers are overwhelmed when they arrive
and cannot absorb nor retain any material that is not directlY
related to their immediate situation. • • • new staff learns
best on the job, and that • • • extendi8 orientation tends
• • • to :increase tension and anxiety.
Westchester County Division of Family and Child 'felfare, White Plains,
New York, established a central train:ing unit in

1951~

New workers

were assigned to it for four months train:ing following which they were
transferred to another section of the agency when a vacancy occurred.
This procedure was changed in 1958 to direct assignment of new workers

7u• S., Department of Health, Education and ";elfare, Trainin,g for
Services in Public Assistance: Selected Papers Presented at the 1960
Seminars ror Field Renresentatives Conducted
the Bureau of Public
Assistance Washington, D.C.: Government Print:ing Office, 19 1 , p. 64.
~eyer, starr Develowent, pp. 126-127.
9Henry W. Reiken, The Volunteer Nork Camn:
Evaluation

(Cambridge:

A Ps cholo ical
AddilJon-vJesley Press, Inc., 1952 , p. 22.

lOCarol H. Heyer, "A Development Program ror Child l>lelfare
Children, VIII, No.4 (July-August, 1961) , 14.3.

starr,"
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to operation units because many workers did not stay with the agency. U
Wreschner-Salzberger, Mohilever, and Kugelmass were given thirty

d~s

divided into three ten dq sessions tor their stafr developnent project
in a central location and reported no adverse etrects attributable to

the time or the setting.12
Agency organization and policy mst encourage the best service
possible.

The assumption ot protessional responsibility determines

the relationship ot direct authOrity and accountability on one hand and
the exercise of professional discretion on the other. 13 Moscropts
initial goal, ensuring the prevalence of ld,ndUness, should be imple
mented by the agency and the supervisor.

The client will not suffer

f'rom the actions of an unski1l:tul trainee who is also kind. 14 The
direction taken by the modification ot trainee conduct is of greatest
significance because ot the agency's obligation to provide proper
service.
There is a positive correlation between the conscious use of
knowledge and the effectiveness ot practice.

The implications for

social work are tor more emphasis :in education. on the conscious use ot
knowledge and more tully def:ined and organized knowledge for use :in
llyolanda Lancelot, "Statf Training as an Integrating Factor in
Agency structure," Public Welfare, XXII, No.4 (October, 19(2), 264.
12wreschner-saJ.zberger, Mohilever, and Kugelmass, "A Short-Tem
statf' Developnent Project in Israel, II 73-77.

l!2!:5.

13Virg:lnia p. Robinson, ad., Training tor Skill in Social Case
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1942), p. l24.

~ha Moscrop, In-5ervice Trainin for Social
(Canada:. University of Toronto Press, 1958 , p. 130.
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both education and practice. 1S
Starf development programs in public welfare cannot arford too
much trial and error:

time and staff are ,limited.

"A kind ot general

impatience was felt with the intrusion of another obstacle to getting
16
one t s work done. 11

Two neecs for research to improve staff development were cited
in the literature.

Kasius sees a need

If.

•

•

for improvement of

educational method through 'Which present tentative norms may be
extended and validated. H17 Heyman stresses the need for

fl • • •

help

related to measuring the effectiveness of in-service trainmg, It and
points out the desirability of plannil'ig evalua.tion and the training
simUltaneouslY. 1S

15Lewis Wesley Carr, liThe Relationship Between Use of Knowledge
in Practice and Effectiveness of Practice as Seen in the Developnent
of P8.1cho-Social Diagnostic Impressions and Predictions b.1 Social
Caseworkers," Dissertation Abstracts, XXII (January-February, 1962),
2901.
l.6:Meyer, "starf Deve10pment-A Social '-lork Process, If 129.

lSu.s.,

Department of Health, Education and Vlellare, Social
Rehabilitation Service, Criteria and Guidelines for the Evalua.tion of
In-Service Trainmg, by }!argaret H. Heyman, n;ashington, D.C.:
Government Printing Office, 1967), p. 20.
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